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1.1. Let / ,r=i an be a given infinite series, and X„ a positive mono-

tonic increasing function of ra, tending to infinity with ra. For r> — 1,

integral or not, we write

A\(a>) =   22 (<" — A„) a„.
K<°>

When k^O, the series 22a* ls sa'd to be summable (R, X, k) to the

value s, if
k

lim x~hA\(x) = s
X—»oo

[3], see also [2]. The series 22an is said to be strongly summable

(R, X, k), or summable [R, X, k], where k>0, if

/| x Ax      (x) — s\ dx = o(w),
x0

as co—»=°. If

22    I   dnXn\     =   0(03),
X„<u

and 22an is convergent, then it is said to be summable [R, X, 0].

Replacing 0 by 0 and convergence by boundedness in the above, the

definitions for boundedness [R, X, k] and [R, X, 0] are obtained [4].

1.2. The first theorem of consistency for strong Riesz summability

[4, Theorems 3 and 3'] states that if r^O and the infinite series 22a*

is summable [R, X, r], then it is summable [R, X, k] when k>r. It is

trivial that a series summable [R, X, k] may fail to be summable

[R, X, r] when r<k. A result has already been obtained in the direc-

tion of determining some extra condition or conditions which to-

gether with summability [R, X, k] may yield summability [R, X, r],

r being less than k [4, Theorem 8]. The object of this paper is to

establish another theorem with reference to the same problem.

It may be mentioned that the theorem of the present paper in-

cludes as a particular case a theorem of Winn  [5, Theorem X] for
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1 The condition p^k of the original lemma is superfluous in view of the extension

of the definition for A\(a) to negative k, k> — 1.
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strong Cesaro summability on account of equivalence of summabili-

ties [R, n, k] and [C, k] [4; l].
My warmest thanks are due to Dr. B. N. Prasad for his kind

encouragement and helpful guidance.

2.1. Theorem. // £<zre is summable (R, X, k) for some positive k

and is bounded [R, X, r]for some r5:0, then it is summable [R, X, r + b]

whenever 5>0.

2.2. In order to prove the theorem we require the following

lemmas.

Lemma 1 [3, p. 27, Lemma 6].1 If k>0, p<l, then

* T(k-n+l)      C" a*-1, w s-+J
A\   (co) =- I    A\   (u)(o — u)   du.

T(k + l)T(l - p) J o

Lemma 2 [4, Theorem l]. // £a„ is summable (or bounded)

(R, X, £ — 1), then it is summable (or bounded) [R, X, k].

Lemma 3. If £an is summable [R, X, k + l] and bounded [R, X, k],
then it is summable [R, X, £ + 5] when k>0 and 5>0.

Proof of Lemma 3. We suppose 5 <1, as otherwise the result is an

immediate consequence of the first theorem of consistency for strong

Riesz summability. We may, also, suppose without any loss of gen-

erality the sum of the given series to be zero. Hence, being given that

(2.1) f" | x~ik~1)Al~\x) | dx = 0(«)
J Xo

and

| x   A\(x) I dx = o(co),

it is to be shown that

n i-\ C \   -(*+«-D   *+«-i      | .(^.3) I     | x A\       (x) | dx = o(co).
J*o

The conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) may be replaced by the following
alternative forms respectively.

(2.1') f"|^x_1(x)|    dx = 0(u),
J Xo
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(2.2') fl Al(x)\dx = o(Jc+1),

(2.3') f"| Al+S~\x)\dx = o(u+*).
J*o

We have, by Lemma 1,

| A\       (x) \ dx =   I A\   (u)(x — u)   du dx
x„ J x0 I J o

dx\ (x — u)     A\   (u)du
x0      I Jo

/""      \   Cx t-l    k—l
dx\        (x — u)     A\   (u)du

Xo       IJ x-t

= Il+Ii,

say, where C is a constant which may be different at different places.

Here 2 = £x and £ is a constant to be determined subsequently. Evi-

dently, it will suffice to show that

Ii = o(w*+{)

and
72 = „(„*+«).

We first consider I2. We have

c  \ rx        «-» *-»
Z2=   I    dx   I     (x — u)     A\   (u)du

J X0 I J z-<

dx |    M      | ^4x   (x — u) I <fw
x0      Jo

=   1    dx j     u     \ A\   (x — u) \ du.
Jx0      Jo

By changing the order of integration, we get

/,x°£ 8_i      ru      h-i
u    du I     | vlx   (x — «) I dx

o Jx0

f<*£   J-l f"  i       *-l. .   ,    ,
+  1     u    du I      | ^ix   (x — «) I ox

Jx0{ Ju/£

=   ^2.1 + ^2,2.

say. Now, by (2.1')
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/' X°^    i-l ku    (01 — u) du
0

= 0{a>k(Xo£)s}  = o(Zsuk+i).

And

u^fa - u)kdu + 0 I     m^8-1 (l-) du
Xo£ •'Xo? \ £/

= 0(uk+sZs) + 0(wk+i¥) = 0(co*+5$5).

Supposing £ = o(l), we obtain

It =   ^2,1 + ^2,2

= o(wk+s),

as w—> 00. Also

/ta I     /. x—t

dx   I       (x — w)     ^4\   (m)c^m
Xo U 0

tfx I -4x(x — t)\t     + C I    tfx   I       4x(m)(x — m)    <fj<
x0 J x0       IJ 0

= C/i., + C/1.2,

say. By (2.2'), we get

/1.1 = f  («f)'_1| ^x{x(l - $)} |<te
^x„

= o(aJ?)5-1co*+1(l - £)* + o|^-'(l - £)* f   x5-2+*+'c/xl

= of^+^-Kl - £)*} + o{?-\l - i)kwk+i}

= 0{cM-«e»-i(i -«)*},

and

cfx I        I A\(u) \ (x — u)     du
x0      ^ 0

/s-2o(x - Oi+1^x

Xo

a.5-2+J:+l^-2(1   _  £)k+ldx

Xo

= o{co*+8^-2(i - ty+t}.
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Hence

h = 0(li,i + h.2) = o(w*+«),

by choosing £ first and then co. Thus the proof of the lemma is com-

plete.

2.3. Proof of the theorem. By Lemma 2, for the proof of the theo-

rem it is sufficient to show simply that "if r^O and 22an is bounded

[i?,X, r] and summable [R, X, k], then it is also summable [R, X, r+8]

where 5>0." We consider first the case r>0. If k^r + 1, the theorem

is seen to follow immediately from Lemma 3. And, if k>r + l, by the

first theorem of consistency 22an is bounded [R, X, k — 1 ] and sum-

mability [R, X, k —1+5] follows from Lemma 3. By similar repeated

applications of Lemma 3, ultimately, summability [R, X, r-f-5], 5>0,

of the given series is obtained.

For the case r = 0, we observe that given a finite number 5>0,

we can always write 5 = 5i + S2, where both 5i and 82 are >0. Now,

since the series 22a" ls bounded [R, X, 0], it is bounded [R, X, 5i]

by the first theorem of consistency, and then summability [R, X,

o\-r-52] i.e. summability [R, X, 5] follows from the part of the theorem

already proved. This completes the proof of the theorem.

2.4. The reasoning, given above for the case r = 0, leads to the

following corollary.

Corollary. // 22an is bounded [R, X, k + h]for every 8>0 and is

summable (R, X, /) for some I, then it is also summable [R, X, £ + 5].

2.5. Finally it may be pointed out that we can not take 5 to be zero

in our theorem. A gegenbeispiel to this effect is provided by the well

known alternating series 1 — 1 +1 — • • • .

This series is bounded [R, ra, 1 ], summable (R, n, k), k>0, but not

summable [R, n, l].
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